Crisis management

RESPONDING AFTER A CRISIS:
KEY STEPS TO LIMIT RISK
While good risk managers do all they can to avert crises, the best will
also have a robust plan of action in place for when they do occur.
Pamela Popp of Western Litigation explains what can be done in the
immediate aftermath of a major problem.
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he healthcare industry thrives on crisis. Emergencies abound
in the acute care setting; post-emergency care exists in provider
WNÅKM[ []ZOMZa KMV\MZ[ IVL W\PMZ VWVIK]\M MV^QZWVUMV\[
Natural disasters such as hurricanes and tornadoes can shut
LW_V[MZ^QKM[INNMK\XPa[QKITXTIV\[\IJQTQ\aIVLKZMI\MPI^WKNWZ[\INN
Good risk management practices allow for the management of those risks
QVIXZWIK\Q^M_Ia_Q\P\PM[MK]ZQVOWN QV[]ZIVKMKW^MZIOMMUMZOMVKa
disaster plans and rehearsed preparedness.

T

-^MV _Q\P \PM JM[\ XTIV PW_M^MZ [Q\]I\QWV[ UIa IZQ[M \PI\ KW]TL
literally shut down the services of the entity if not handled well. Such
M^MV\[ QVKT]LM [QOVQÅKIV\ XI\QMV\ QVR]ZQM[ U]T\QXTM PIZU M`XW[]ZM[
UMLQII\\MV\QWVXWTQ\QKIT[MV[Q\Q^Q\aIVLJWIZLUMUJMZQV^WT^MUMV\
-IKP]VQY]MIVLKWUXTM`\PM[M[Q\]I\QWV[ZMY]QZMINWZUITQbMLKZQ[Q[
response—a prepared response that addresses all aspects of the event
NZWU QV^M[\QOI\QWV \W IOMVKa VW\QÅKI\QWV M^QLMVKM XZM[MZ^I\QWV IVL
staff support.
One approach is the crisis team response (CTR) which will provide
UQ\QOI\QWVZM[WT]\QWVZMKWUUMVLI\QWV[\W[MVQWZUIVIOMUMV\ZM[]T\QV
KWUXTM\MIVLXZW\MK\MLQV^M[\QOI\QWVIVLMUXW_MZ\PM[Q\MXMZ[WVVMT\W
continue the ongoing operations of the entity while the crisis is addressed.

STEPS/TIMELINE FOR CRISIS INVESTIGATION:
<MIUQVLQ^QL]IT[IZMQLMV\QÅMLIVLKPIZOML_Q\PZWTM[I\M^MV\[Q\M
2. Roles are reviewed and assignments made
a. Investigator A handles all investigation related to the harm to the
patient or individual(s) involved;
b. Investigator B handles all interactions with local agencies such as
XWTQKMIOMVKQM[WZQV[]ZIVKMXMZ[WVVMT_PWIZMTWWSQVOI\XPa[QKIT
site damage or coming onsite for investigations;
c. Investigator C serves as the main contact with the facility risk
UIVIOMZ\WOI\PMZQVNWZUI\QWVZMTI\ML\W\PMM^MV\[]KPI[XWTQKQM[
or procedures that were involved in the event;
d. Investigator D works with facility personnel to create a ‘bypass plan’
to allow for the ongoing operations of the entity independent of the
investigation and obligations ;

e. Investigator E works with the local (and national) media including
coordinating entity/provider spokesperson(s) and statements.
3. Debrief conversation is held every 24 hours as to status and outstanding
issues.
4. Final debrief focuses on risk mitigation efforts and strategy for
VM`\ [\MX[ IVLWZ ZM[WT]\QWV QVKT]LQVO I ZM^QM_ WN  _PI\ _MV\ _MTT
_PI\ _I[ VW\ NWZM[MMV _PM\PMZ I KPMKSTQ[\ KW]TL JM LM^MTWXML IVL
]T\QUI\MTaPW_\WXZM^MV\IZMK]ZZMVKM

DISCOVERABILITY
<PMUWZMQVLQ^QL]IT[IZMQV^WT^MLQVIVQV^M[\QOI\QWVIVLLMKQ[QWVUISQVO
the harder it is to control the extent of information dissemination. A key
challenge for any post-event response is the need to keep the information
QV I KWV\ZWTTML LQ[\ZQJ]\QWV ÆW_ ]V\QT ZM[XWV[M IVL UQ\QOI\QWV LMKQ[QWV[
IZM UILM -[XMKQITTa _PMZM PIZU PI[ JMMV []NNMZML Q\ Q[ QUXWZ\IV\ \W
OI\PMZ\PMQV^M[\QOI\QWVUI\MZQIT[Y]QKSTaIVLMNÅKQMV\TaQVWZLMZ\WUISM
decisions as to how that harm will be addressed. This requires the use of
XZW\MK\Q^MXZQ^QTMOM[\W\PMQVNWZUI\QWVI[Q\Q[LM\MZUQVMLNWZM`IUXTM
statutory protections such as quality review or peer review privileges.
<PM[MXZW\MK\QWV[ITTW_NWZ\PMQVNWZUI\QWV\WJMKWVÅLMV\QIT\WW]\[QLM
XIZ\QM[QN \PMQVLQ^QL]IT[PI^QVOIKKM[[\W\PMQVNWZUI\QWVIZMTQUQ\MLIVL
QV^WT^MLQV\PM[KWXMWN \PI\XZQ^QTMOMQM¹QVX]Z[]Q\WN \PMZMVLMZQVOWN 
Y]ITQ\a PMIT\PKIZM °º <PM[M [\I\]\M[ IZM ^MV]M[XMKQÅK IVL UIa VW\
apply in any situation that involves external investigations by agency or
governmental personnel.
The strongest privilege available to protect the information and
QV^M[\QOI\QWVQ[\PI\WN »I\\WZVMaKTQMV\¼UMIVQVO\PI\\PMI\\WZVMaLQZMK\[
the investigation and receives the results of that investigation on behalf
of the client. This is usually achieved by hiring outside defense counsel
to manage the investigation and having a letter sent from the attorney
\W\PMXIZ\QKQXIV\[QV\PMQV^M[\QOI\QWVW]\TQVQVO\PMUM\PWLIVLÆW_WN 
communication.

IMMEDIATE QUESTIONS POST-EVENT
7VKMI[Q\]I\QWVQ[QLMV\QÅML\PI\UMM\[\PMLMÅVQ\QWVWN I»KZQ[Q[¼\PM
following questions need to be asked:
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<PQ[ [XZMIL[PMM\ KIV \PMV JM ][ML L]ZQVO \PM QV^M[\QOI\QWV [QVKM

“Where harm has been suffered,
it is important to gather the
investigation materials quickly
and efﬁciently in order to make
decisions as to how that harm will
be addressed.”

the reporting requirements may change based on what information is
TMIZVML :MXWZ\QVO [PW]TL JM KWV[QLMZML IV WVOWQVO WJTQOI\QWV IVL
considered at each debrief to determine timeliness of reporting.

INVESTIGATION DOCUMENTATION TO SECURE
:MOIZLTM[[ WN  \PM \aXM WN  M^MV\ \PM [MK]ZQVO WN  SMa M^QLMVKM _QTT JM
KZ]KQIT \W I []KKM[[N]T ZM[]T\ _PM\PMZ \PZW]OP XZWIK\Q^M ZM[WT]\QWV WZ
litigation. Electronic forms of documentation should be secured through
a ‘litigation hold’ (the ceasing of communication and securing of any
QV^WT^ML UMIV[ WN  KWUU]VQKI\QWV []KP I[ [XMKQÅK KWUX]\MZ[ IVL
physical documentation secured and controlled to prevent alteration or
destruction. Access to the information during the investigation should be

1. Is there injury?
1[\PMQVR]ZaIK\]ITPIZUWZUWZM\PMWZM\QKITMONMIZWN M`XW[]ZM\W
an illness or disease?
2. Who is injured? One person or more?
0I[\PMPIZUJMMV[]NNMZMLJaI[QVOTMQVLQ^QL]ITWZIOZW]X'1[\PM
OZW]XQLMV\QÅIJTM'
3. Will the injury continue to happen without action?
What action?
1[ \PM M^MV\ [QVO]TIZ MO I []QKQLM WZ WVOWQVO MO M`XW[]ZM \W
]V[\MZQTQbMLMY]QXUMV\'0I[IK\QWVJMMV\ISMV\W[\WX\PMPIZUMO
removal of malfunctioning equipment)?
4. Is there a need for public disclosure?
Is education needed for the community as well as for the individual(s)
affected? Are there obligations to report to public/private entities?
5. Is there a need for testing/treatment?
What will address the harm? The psychological effects—fear of future
harm?
6. Is there funding for the response?
Is the funding available through designated insurance coverage? Will
the expenses for the response come from operations or other sources?
,WM[ \PI\ N]VLQVO ZMY]QZM ZMXWZ\QVO \W IV M`\MZVIT MV\Q\a []KP I[
insurance agent or carrier?

limited to those involved in the crisis response.
1N IXI\QMV\Q[PIZUMLLWK]UMV\I\QWV[PW]TLJMZM\ZQM^MLIVL[MK]ZMLI[Q\
ZMTI\M[\W\PM[XMKQÅKQVLQ^QL]ITQV^WT^ML;\IZ\_Q\P\PMUMLQKITZMKWZLJ]\
QVKT]LMIVaQVNWZUI\QWV\PI\aW]KIVÅVLWV\PMXI\QMV\\PZW]OP[WKQITUMLQI

CONVERT FINDINGS INTO A RISK PLAN
)N\MZ \PM M^MV\ Q[ QV^M[\QOI\ML IVL I ZM[WT]\QWV XTIV X]\ QV\W XTIKM
\PM ÅVLQVO[ [PW]TL JM KWV^MZ\ML QV\W I ZQ[S UIVIOMUMV\ XTIV NWZ \PM
N]\]ZM<PMXTIV[PW]TLNWK][WVXZM^MV\QVOIZMXMI\M^MV\]XLI\QVOIVa
operational measures (such as policies/procedures) and re-establishing
trust between personnel involved. The action plan can be used to
MVKW]ZIOM\PM[\INN IVLXZW^QLMZ[\WTMIZVNZWU\PMM^MV\IVLÅVLKTW[]ZM
in its resolution. It also provides feedback to the senior management of
\PM WZOIVQbI\QWV \W [PW_ \PI\ \PM TM[[WV[ TMIZVML NZWU \PM M^MV\ IZM
being incorporated into the operations of the entity.
<PMIK\QWVXTIV[PW]TLILLZM[[[a[\MUQKKPIVOM[UMI[]ZMUMV\WN \PM
KPIVOM[ZMXWZ\QVOZMY]QZMLUMLQIUM[[IOMM\K

CONCLUSION
6W\ M^MZa KZQ[Q[ KIV JM IV\QKQXI\ML IVL \PMZMNWZM M^MV \PM JM[\ ZQ[S
UIVIOMUMV\ XZWOZIU UIa VW\ JM IJTM \W ZM[XWVL []NÅKQMV\Ta _PMV
I [QOVQÅKIV\ M^MV\ WKK]Z[ 1UXTMUMV\QVO I \MIU IXXZWIKP []KP I[
\PM +<: UWLMT ITTW_[ NWZ \PM MNNMK\Q^M IVL MNÅKQMV\ LMTMOI\QWV WN 
QV^M[\QOI\QWV_PQTM[\IJQTQbQVO\PMWVOWQVOWXMZI\QWV[WN \PMMV\Q\aQ

REPORTING OBLIGATIONS
In the midst of an investigation it may be easy to overlook reporting
WJTQOI\QWV[\PI\UIaIZQ[MNZWUUIVIOMLKIZMMV\Q\QM[[\I\MWZNMLMZIT
IOMVKQM[ WZ QV[]ZIVKM ZMY]QZMUMV\[ 0W_M^MZ \PM[M ZMXWZ\QVO \ZQOOMZ[
UIa PI^M [QOVQÅKIV\ XMVIT\QM[ NWZ LMTIaML WZ LMÅKQMV\ ZMXWZ\QVO IVL
should be reviewed annually to prepare for necessary reporting in a crisis
situation. Some managed care contracts may even require reporting
_PMV I VWVJMVMÅKQIZa Q[ QV^WT^ML QV I [QOVQÅKIV\ XI\QMV\ KIZM M^MV\
IVL\P][KWVÅLMV\QITQ\aXZW^Q[QWV[U][\JMKWV[QLMZMLI[_MTT
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Pamela Popp is the executive vice president of
Western Litigation. She can be contacted at:
pamela_popp@westernlitigation.com

